
Oled Mirror TV is a company specialised in the production of customised mirrors and glass TVs.

We have made a clear decision to specialise in Oled (Smart) Mirror TV technology. The transition from Led or Qled to
high-quality Oled technology was the logical choice for us. The extreme black levels, higher contrast ratio, unique range
of intense colour, and wider viewing angle supported this choice. Oled Mirror TV mainly uses special professional 4K
Oled IP TV (and Hotel) monitors with IP Smart Solution. These are not regular Oled TVs for consumers, but professional
IP Smart Oled monitors of a very high quality. Moreover, the monitors have a longer lifespan and are provided with
professional connections for Home Automation. 

Oled is a product of LG Electronics. We have the approval of LG Electronics to install the Oled monitors in a certain
manner behind glass and mirror surfaces. Oled Mirror TV does not just use any glass surface or a regular one-way
mirror. We have a unique, exclusively selected glass and mirror collection and thus we guarantee the best image
quality.

Oled Mirror TV, the specialist in production of smart mirror & glass technology
 

Residential, Hospitality, Marine, Retail, Sport



What you don’t see is what you get!

www.oledmirrortv.com – info@oledmirrortv.com – 0031 (0) 654 708556

Display Technology

In contrast to Led and Qled, Oled is a completely new display technology. The display is made up of millions of
LEDs. The addition of ‘O’ stands for ‘Organic’, so the abbreviation of Oled is Organic Light Emitting Diode.
This means that the LEDs emit the light to generate the (digital) display.

Advantages of Oled

The pixels of an Oled monitor are composed of organic material that emits light when an electric current runs through
it. Because every single pixel can be operated and emits light separately, there is no need for background lighting
(back-light). Thus, when a pixel is switched off, it is completely black. The pixels of a Led or Qled monitor cannot be
turned off separately. Since those monitors always require the aforementioned back-light (and LED light), the pixels
appear grey instead of black. This is why it is impossible to display pure black on Led or Qled. 

Furthermore, the Oled offers other advantages over Led of Qled. The Oled is more efficient, which means it uses
less energy, and the viewing angle is much larger thanks to the Nano Cell technology. The brightness and contrast
ratio are far greater than is usual for the Led or Qled TVs. Oled 4K monitors are available in 55, 65, and 77 inch.
The Wallpaper Mirror TV 4K is available in 55 and 65 inch.

Mirror & Glass

Oled Mirror TV has an exclusive mirror and glass collection. During the production of the mirrors and glass, we focus
purely on achieving the best image result. For example, the Oled monitor must not be visible when turned off with the
Secret Silver Mirror and Secret Silver Mirror Light. Yet, it should display a superior and bright picture/view when on. 
In this way, we distinguish ourselves. In addition, we offer special tinted/coloured glass. 
The largest glass and mirrors we supply are 3100 x 2000 mm.


